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ABSTRACT 

The groundwater flow in the survey area is simulated with 

Q3D mathematical model RMOQ3D. The groundwater r e servoir 

pears to be replenished by infiltration in the dune area. 

lateral variations in hydraulic resistance of the 

vious layers are shown to exert a consi derable influence 

the groundwater flow pattern. 

Extension of the model with backward and forward tracing ·. ·.• 

fl ow lines permits to visualize the groundwater flow pa 

It also allows to calculate groundwater ages. 
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is situated in the north-western part 

North Sea coast (fig. 1). It is ma i nly 

dune area in between the two villages of De 

This dune area has a width of 700 to 1000 

to the north-west by the North Sea shore 

period 1980-1983 an extensive field campaign was 

this area (Devos, 1984). The purpose of it was 

flow and the distribution of fresh and salt 

ield campaign included the execution of more than 

·. borings, revealing the stratified character of 

reservoir. In some of these borings geophysi-

e leggings were done, aiding to map the dis t ribu

and salt water. The bore-holes were equipped as 

wells, in which the piezometric levels were mea-

monthly basis. Out of these wells, groundwater 

collected at different places and from the res

s. On these samples total chemical analyses were 

deduce some hydrau

. These data were completed with estimations of 

c conductivities by means of grain-size analyses. 

of hydraulic head fluctuations due to tidal 

the sea gave additional information about the 

of the semi-pervious layers. 

CONSTITUTION 

cross-sections perpendicular to the beach illus~ 

eological constitution of the survey area . 

on is indicated in fig. 1. They are c~lled K41.8 

pectively, according to their distance from the 

From north to south, both profiles successi

seaside, the dunes and the polderland (fig. 2 
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It is apparent from the cross-sections that the 

reservoir has a thickness of about 30 m. 

sandy pervious layers 1, 2 and 3. These are separated 

clayey, loamy or peaty semi-pervious layers A and B. The .. · 

of the aquifer system is formed by thick Ypresian (Te 

clay. 

The lower pervious layer is formed by Pleistocene 

Holocene sandy deposits. These have a rather good 

conductivity of 5 m/d on the average. Their 

about 15 m. 

They are overlain by the lower semi-pervious 

variable thickness. This semi-pervious layer consists 

older Holocene clayey tidal-flat deposits sometimes over 

by peat. Its hydraulic conductivity is very low below 

shore and the northern part of the dunes. Below the s 

part of the dunes and the polders it is substantially 1 

Pervious layer 2 is formed by a few meters of fine sand 

longing to the younger Holocene from 

sions. Its hydraulic conductivity is equivalent to tha 

layer 1. In profile K42. 8 the pervious layer 2 is ab . 
below the beach and the sea. 

The thin clayey toplayer of the above mentioned younger 

cene deposits represents the upper semi-pervious layer 

has a hydraulic conductivity comparable to the most 

part of semi-pervious layer A. 

The thin pervious layer 3 is developed in the 

dune sand. This has a high hydraulic conductivity 

m/d. In the polder area landward of the dunes the 

pervious layer B crops out. The watertable contained in 

artificially controlled. 

3. MATHEMATICAL MODEL 

The groundwater flow in the survey area has been simul 

with the quasi-three-dimensional mathematical model 
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(fig. 4) . 

lower boundary is considered to be imper

upper boundary is formed by the watertable. 

layers 1 , 2 and 3 are characterized by 

their hydraulic conductivi ty in every 

The two semi-pervious layers A and B are 

their thickness and their hydraulic resis

The flow through the semi-pervious 

to be only in the vertical direction, 

layers horizontal and vertical flow 

s based on a finite dif ference approximation of 

:~~>••~locities in the three perpendicular directions. 

1 directions X and Y the velocity is calcu

between the fresh-water heads of 

cel ls, t imes the hydraulic conductivity on the 

between these cells. The vertical velocity is 

the dif ferenc e in the fresh-water heads in two 

~~, ~~~ .. ious layers, diminished with VD and divided by 

r esistance of the intercalated pervious layer . 

t ed as the thickness in between the centres of 

sive pervious layers time s the mean fraction of 

in this s ection multiplied with the relative 

fresh water (p. - p£YP£· P• 
and P£ for the density of 

three directions are put 

equa tion for every cell . The set of aqua 

with the alternating direction impficit 

FLOW IN THE SURVEY AREA 

· adopted for mathematical modeling is represented 

The eastern and western boundaries are coinciding 

and can thus be regarded as impervious . The 

dary is the line of high tide. It is used as a 
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fixed head boundary (Lebbe, 1978'. The southern 

the line separating the dunes from the polders. 

fixed heads hava been attributed. 

The thickness and the horizontal conductivity of every 

\·: ous layer were introduced into the model for each 

the grid. For every semi-pervious layer the thickness a 

hydraulic resistance in each cell had to be specified, 

shows the values that were used for the hydraulic 

of the lower semi-pervious layer A. Especially in 

eastern part they are very high. For semi-pervious 

the highest hydraulic resistances occur in a smaller 

eastern part (fig. 6}. 

The resulting model calculations have been plo~ted in 

7-9 . In these figures the fresh-water heads are repres 

by isolines with an interval of 0,1 meter. The arrows 

cate the direction and magnitude of the horizontal f 

locity. Fig. 7 shows the groundwater flow in the 

layer 3. The highest fresh-water heads are found 

north-eastern part, above the highest hydraulic 

semi-pervious layer B. The groundwater divide is 

the higher part of the dunes. From there on, groundwa 

flowing towards the sea as well as to the polders . The s 

tion in layer 2 is comparable {fig. 8), except that the 

fresh-water heads in the north-east have disappeared 

the high resistance in layer B. For layer 1 (fig, 

fresh-water head maxima are about 1 meter lower than 

two previous layers. The groundwater divide has been 

ced to the south in the area where semi-pervio us 

shows a high hydraulic resistance. 

5 . BACKWARD AND FORWARD TRACING OF FLOW LINES 

Further development of the Q3D model has provided the 

bility to trace flow lines (fig. 10} . The tracing of 

lines is done by following the particle on its way 

the reservoir. The starting point has always the X-
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s of the middle of a cell. In the vertical direc

it can be chosen freely : the tracing of fl ow 

any level within the pervious layer . From 

on the particle is moved in t he direction 

water flow. The new coordina tes are calculated 

the f low velocities. In the pervious l ayers, the 

horizontal flow components are deduced by means 

interpolation to the coordinates x, y, z of 

the semi-pervious layers, only ver tical flow 

The vertical flow velocity is deduced with a 

coordinates x, y of the parti-

fol lowed in t he direction of groundwater 

" forward tracing of flow l ines". In this 

calculated that a point needs to reach a 

e . g . a pumped we 11 . The res i dence times 

i s reached can then be represented. Thi s 

to map out protection ~ones around 

point on, it is also possible to c alculate 

particle comes from, thus going in the opposite 

of flow. This is called "backward tracing of flow 

lly a limit will be reached where the particle 

at the watertable. In 

calculated travel time is the age of the water. 

sents the result of backward t racing of flow 

at the base of the pervious layer 3 . The flow 

in the x, y-center of t he cells end up at the 

The travel times have been indicated as wel l, 

of the groundwater when· it has r eached the 

The d iagram shows that t his is maximally 10 

is reached in the area where the under

layer B shows the strongest hydraulic 

starting points for backward tracing were 
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taken in the middle of layer 2 . The first part of every 

line, starting in the centre of each cell , represents 

flow through layer 2, from its center to its top. The 

part of every flow l i ne represents the flow through 1 

ending up at the watertable . The isochrones show 

water is of course older than a t the base of layer 

cially in the area where a large hydraulic 

intercalated between layers 3 and 2. Ages of over 80 

are reached there. 

On fig. 13-15 for layer 1, the flow lines have been 

f o r practical rea s ons. Tha figures represent the iov~uLun 

for three different levels within layer 1. In fig . 

highest level at 0.9 of the relative heigth of the layer 

considered. Fig . 14 and 15 represent the groundwater ages 

levels 0 .5 and 0 . 1 respectively. The f igures show the dis 

bution of young a nd o l der waters to be very complex. 

mainly determined by the lateral variatioHs i n hydrau .· 

resistance of the semi-pervious layers. In general, 

ter ages are increasing with depth. This is n ot always 

however, on a local scale. In the north-eas t corner, 

both semi-pervious layers have a high hydraul ic resis 

and pervious layer 2 is absent , a relative l y strong 

ter flow exists near the middle of l ayer 1. In the h 

part of this layer, groundwater is old. The age is b e e 

smaller towa rds t he middl e level . From then 

ding l evel, age is increasing again . 

Fig . 16 represents the result of forward tracing of 

lines , starting at the middle of layer 1 . The particles 

pass on to a higher layer, but remain within layer 1 . 

are moving towards the northern 

t h e model . The groundwater divide in layer 1 is very 

6 . CONCLUSION 

The groundwater reservoir in the s urvey area 

t hree pervious l ayers separated by semi -pervious layers . 
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layers show a groundwater divide below the 

From this divide on, the horizonta l ground water 

northward to the sea an~ southward to t he po l 

is strongly influe nced 

of hydraulic resistance in bot h, and e spe -

tracing of flow lines indicates that the ground-

in the reservoir is all originating from inf i l

In general, groundwater ages are 

depth. However, the actual distribut i o n o f 

affected by the lateral variations in hy

of the semi-pervious layers. Consequently, 

is very complex. 

of flow lines shows the groundwate r t o be 

the northern and southern boundaries of the 

presence of the groundwater divide is clea rly 
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Fig. 1 - Location of the studied area : the dune area between De Haan en Wenduine 



BEACH /JJNES 

Fig. 2 - Hydrogeological cross-section K41.8 

BEACH DUNES 

Fig. 3 - Hydrogeological cross-section K42.8 
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.APPROXIMATION OF DARCIAN VELOCITIES VHX, VHY AND W 

J. 

a'ltl) 

VK~ Cl, J, Kl•(FHI L J, Kl·fH( I+ 1, J, Kl l• Kl!l ( J ,J,K) 
VHYC I, J. Kl•CFH ( 1, J, Kl -FH ll, J+l, KJ Jo 10i2 C 1, J,Kl 
W {!,J,Kl•CFHI LJ,Kl -FHI LJ,K•ll·VDI I ,J,Kll 

C<LJ,Kl 

1 l« HYDCO!H I +1, J, Kl+BRC! •l J•HYJJCO!H], J, Kl )/!BR( 1 J +BRt ! +1 l l 
l• HYDCON< T, J• L Kl•HOCJ+li•HYDCON! I, J, Kl )/ !HOU J•HO! J+l l J 

( 1, J, Kl /2+THlSEMt I, J,KJ•THI CONC L J, K•l l 12 lx~PRSL 1 ( 1, J, Kl•lk ~)/ ~ 

model RMOQ3D 
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Fig. 5 - Mathematical modeHing network - Hydraulic resistance of lower 
semi-pervious layer A 
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Fig. 6 - Hydraulic resistance of upper semi-pervious layer B 
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flow in semi-confined 
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semi-confined layer 
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s~g~~~~g TRAC!NG Of FLOW LJNES 

BACKWARD 1RAC lNG-lF THE ATTAINED L Hlli JS THE >lAHRTABLE 
"THEN 1RAV£LTH1E JS AH OF WATER 

FORWARD TRACING-IF THE ATTAINED LlMJT JS A PUt\PEO WELL 
THEN iRAVELTlME JS R(SJDENCE THlE 

lN PERVIOUS LAYERS 
Vertical a nd horizontai flow compon~nts Vx,Vy,Vz are deduced by a t ril 
interpolation to the coordinates x,y,z of the points 

lN 5lr1l- PERVJOUS LAYERS ONLY VERTJCAL fLOW 
Vertical f l ow velocity Vz is deduced 1dth a bilinear interpol a tion 
to the coordinates x,y of the location of the narticle 

Fig. 10 - Backward and forward tracing of flow lines -
calculation with mathematical model RMOQ3D 
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----·----··- -... .. 

Fig. 15 - Backward tracing of flow lines and lsochrones at 0.1 relative height 
of layer J 
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